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UTILIZATION OF WOOD RESIDUES AS FURNISH FOR OSB MILLS 

o 

Introduction. In the past decade, the Alberta forest 
industry has enjoyed a period of rapid development of the 
lumber, pulp and paper and oriented strand-board (OSB) 
sectors. The forest resource is now close to fully allocated 
and any future development or production increases to 
existing facilities will result from better utilization of the 
resource. New technology has been introduced to debark 
the waste from millyards and harvesting sites for the 
production of pulp chips, but the feasibility of producing 
strands suitable for OSB from these lower quality sources is 
not well known. Also, some new technologies have been 
introduced to produce strands from variable-length logs but 
none of the mills has processed waste material into strands. 

A study, funded by the Forest Development Branch of 
Alberta Department of Economic Development, investigated 
the feasibility of adapting some of the existing and 
emerging technologies to process waste material into 
strands suitable for OSB. This note summarizes several 
scenarios that were developed to demonstrate opportunities 
to udlize wood residues for OSB furnish. 

Strander Optimization. Older mills which have short 
bolt stranders cannot significandy improve productivity 
unless more large-diameter logs are used. It is difficult to 
stack and hold small diameter logs in the infeed of the 
strander, and finding stands with only large diameter trees 
is not an option. Mills with longer-bolt strander technology 
may be able to increase productivity if die voids in the batch 
infeed were filled with slabs, small diameter logs or chunks. 

Waste created in millyard and processed through 
existing facilities. Tree length logs result in more waste 
at the millyard than shortwood logs. Tree-length logs are 
handled and bucked more at the mill, resulting in breakage 
and chunks. Although visible butt rot is bucked out during 
delimbing of these logs, decay in the middle or top of the 
trees is often transported to the mill and can result in waste. 
One OSB mill in Slave Lake has implemented a waste 
recovery program using a Fuji/King debarker. Short logs 
from the slashing decks and millyard breakage are debarked 
in the Fuji/King and reintroduced onto the batch infeed 
deck of the strander. 

The cost of installing the Fuji/King debarker into the log 
slashing deck, complete with infeed conveyors and 
transfers to the batch infeed system, was estimated to be 
$ 1 million. The waste created annually at a millyard handling 

tree-length logs was estimated to be 5%. It is estimated 
that a 10% waste material component can be introduced 
into the batch infeeds (10 mVh), and the debarker has 80% 
fibre recovery as bark content is not a major consideration. 
Using reRlc's standard costing methodology and excluding 
the ownership cost (capital cost), the operating cost of the 
Fuji/King debarker was estimated to be $46/h. This increases 
the log cost of the waste fibre to the stranders by $4.60/m^. 
Operating costs of the millyard, slashing deck, conditioning 
ponds and debarkers have been estimated as $3.00/m'. If 
the capital costs of the slashing deck, conditioning ponds 
and debarkers were included in the cost calculation, then 
the cost of fibre into the bulk infeed decks from the Fuji/ 
King or mill slashing decks and debarkers would be 
similar. The only difference is that the waste material 
might have a lower recovery of useable strands. 

It is unlikely that a program to recover millyard breakage 
would be initiated at the mills that receive shortwood logs 
as breakage is minimal. Instead, for those systems, recovery 
of the waste from the roadside slashing phase should be 
investigated. 

Wood residue (slabs) from sawmills through existing 
facilities. Sawmill residue is currently being used to produce 
pulp chips. In some cases, logs are traded or sold to the 
sawmills in return for the chips at an agreed price or ratio. 
The current value for pulp chips is $65/BDU ($23/m') 
which is only a third of the value that we have determined 
ôr strands. If strands can be produced from sawmill slabs, 

they could also increase strander productivity by filling 
the air voids between the logs in the batch infeed systems. 

Since sawmill residue would already be debarked, the only 
additional costs would be transporting die slabs to the OSB 
mills and processing them into the appropriate lengths for 
the fiakers and stranders. The cost of placing the slabs in 
the batch infeeds should be between $25-35/m\ For the 
mills with the batch infeeds, the slabs need to be cut into 
2.5 or 5 m lengths depending on the batch infeed. If a 
slasher such as the Hood or Tanguay was used at the mill 
site, it would cost approximately $ 10/m' to cut up the long 
slabs (allowing twice the normal cost for slashing logs as 
slabs have less volume per piece than logs). Once the 
bucked slabs are introduced into the batch infeed decks, 
they would incur the same costs as the rest of the debarked 
logs. In the case of the two mills which use short-bolt disc 
stranders, the slabs could bypass the debarkers and be cut 
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into siiort lengths using the existing short log slashers. The 
slabs have to be precut into 1.7 or 2.59 m lengths prior to 
entering the mill. The infeed to the disc strander might 
have to be redesigned to accept a greater volume of small 
diameter or slab material. 

Roadside waste. Shortwood harvesting creates more 
waste at roadside during slashing but little breakage waste 
is created after the slashing process. The amount of waste 
created at roadside by the roadside slashers has been 
estimated to be an additional 5-10%. During delimbing, 
the rot, crooks and defect are usually bucked out by the 
stroke delimbers, then slashers (both single and multi-stem) 
process the stems into 2.6 m logs and redeck them to await 
transport to the mill. Logs <2 m are not loaded on the 
trucks as they may make the loads less stable and the infeed 
of the ring debarkers cannot handle logs that short. Because 
of the high degree of processing done at roadside, there is 
a high recovery of fibre for wafers after ring debarking 
(80%). The waste at roadside consists of short logs <2 m, 
crooks, large limbs and small diameter tops. This material 
could be transported to the mills or a satellite yard for 
waferizing. 

A roadside wood waste recovery program using 
construction debris bins is currently in operation in 
British Columbia. The total delivered cost of this waste 
is approximately $20/m' (based on a 2.5 h hauling cycle 
time). 

The tree-length harvesting method results in waste at 
roadside between 0.5 and 5.0%. Because of transportation 
distances and costs, normally it is not economic to recover 
this material. Where it is economic, recovery could be 
done during the loading phase. The butt-n-top loaders 
could fill debris bins with the tops and large branches in 
conjunction with log loading, and the bins would be hauled 
to the mill or satellite yards. 

Roadside waste hauled to mills and processed through 
existing facilities. A l l waste greater than 1 m in length 
could be loaded into debris bins during log slashing and 
hauled to the mill for stranding, with or without the bark 
attached. If the material is debarked by the Fuji/King, the 
benchmark cost for the waste material delivery would be 
the same as whole log delivery. In the case of the short-log 
mills, the waste material would bypass the conditioning 
ponds and debarker and be bucked into shorter lengths by 
the slasher in the mill. The waste volume would have to 
be metered into the slasher infeed to minimize production 
losses. 

Waste hauled to mill and processed through a new 
portable strander. When it has been determined that 
processing waste material into strands is a viable option, 
and if existing facilities cannot handle the waste material 
efficiently, a portable strander should be considered. In 

order to meet mill production rates and costs, the portable 
strander must produce unscreened strands for less than 
$25/m'. Using the same criteria developed for portable or 
satellite chipping operations, the waste generated at roadside 
will incur some additional cost. The logging contractors 
will need to be given a loading allowance ($1.60/m') and 
although there are no harvesting costs associated with 
waste, the hauling cost could be as high as $16.00/m' 
($20/t). Using the FERIC's standard costing methodology, 
a portable debarker and strander costing $1.1 million and 
having a hourly ownership and operating cost of $413/h 
(includes a tracked excavator loader valued at $100/h) 
could process waste material for approximately $21/m' 
with 20 m-* throughput per hour. 

Waste to satellite yard and processed with portable 
strander. If the portable debarker and strander can produce 
strands of similar quality to those produced in the mills, 
stranding at satellite yards may be economic if the strands 
were screened to remove the fines. With no harvesting 
costs and short hauling distances from the roadside to a 
satellite yard, waste could be stockpiled for processing. 
The debarking, stranding and screening cost would increase 
from $413/h to approximately $600/h as a front end loader 
and deck screen would be needed at the satellite yard. 
Using the productivity of 20 mVh, the strands could be 
produced for $30/m'. Before any satellite operation is 
initiated, the bulk density of die strands has to be determined. 
If the weight of a load of strands is half that of logs, it 
should be economic as no waste is hauled to the mill. The 
bench mark cost for this scenario is $63-91/m'. 

Summary. With diminishing supplies of fibre available 
in Alberta for OSB production, the utilization of 
unconventional fibre such as wood residue will gain 
importance. This report identifies opportunities to improve 
strander productivity through the reduction of void in 
charging the stranders by introducing smaller residue 
material from the harvesting, log processing, and 
sawmilling processes. In addition, the report explores the 
economic feasibility using portable stranders to tlake 
residue that is either too short or defective for use in 
conventional stationary mill stranders. 

Information. The information contained in this report is 
based on limited field observations and is published solely 
to disseminate information to FERIC members and partners. 
It is not intended as an endorsement or approval by FERIC 
of any product or service to the exclusion of others that 
may be suitable. 
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